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Law Ball Brawl
Students Respond to LSS Costing
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A nother Y ear, A nother Shafting: T he Spectre of Classism is
T hat's L aw , Folks!
H aunting M elbour ne L aw School
Scott Colvin
And just what?s a boy to do?
T hose glass slippers aren?t going to
pay for themselves ? to say
nothing of the cost of a dress and
pumpkin carriage. As the village
once again prepares for the black
tie event of the year, once again the
price controversy returns with it,
and there?s nothing a fairy
godmother can do about that.
In last week?s issue, James Daff
provided the reader with a
penetrating look into a serious
financial mind: his baroque and
unrelenting
brushstrokes,
reminiscent of an old Dutch
master, painted a vivid and violent
image of costs, expenses and the
need to make allowances for vomit
stains.

of figures that constitute it, but so
what? I can breakdown the cost of
my car to you, but that does little
to explain why I drive that
particular car or how I chose to
finance its purchase. A deeper
point about the role and
responsibilities of the LSS has been
ignored.
M uch of the debate has been cast
as one of student choices: pay or
not pay; go or not go. For some, it
is inclusion or exclusion, for others
rare extravagance or the more
usual puritanism. But whatever
form the decision takes, it is
bundled with a myriad of others,
mostly relating to alternative
accommodations that may or may
not need to be made.

And, as James made clear in his
But was the greater point missed? intrepid report, the LSS themselves
Certainly, each law ball ticket can have numerous decisions to make:
be decomposed into the compost
Continued page 2

Katy H ampson
I would like to personally thank
James Daff for his article in last
week?s De Minimis, for his
breakdown of the costings for the
law ball this year. H owever, the
price of admission to a ball is not
just what is listed on the ticket.
And what is at stake is not just
one evening?s event. I made a
post on the JD 2014 Facebook
page lamenting the expense of
this year?s ball tickets. In truth, I
thought the same thing the past
two years, but simply did not
attend. But as this is my third
year I thought I should not miss
out this time. H owever my
frustration was misplaced. It is
not the cost of the tickets that is
the problem. It is that costs like
these cannot be put onto H ECS,
so that future me can pay for
them once I am the kind of
person who has been to a fancy

ball with a string quartet; once I
am transformed.
Education is not just the ?great
equaliser?. It is transformative.
Despite the incessant negativity
coming from students and some
lecturers about how there are no
jobs and we?re already screwed if
we haven?t done 15 unpaid
internships before we started law
school, the fact remains that
people with degrees earn more
than those who don?t. People
with
postgraduate
degrees
(particularly men) earn more in
their lives than those with only a
bachelor degree. But law gives us
something more than money.
When I told my Grandfather I
got into law he wrote me a very
moving letter. T he gist of it was
that as he was a fostered child and
when he had to leave school at 14
Continued page 2
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Another shafting continued
venue, entertainment, transportation, food,
table detailing and ticketing all immediately
dance to mind. Clearly the LSS invests a large
amount of time and effort into organising a
successful event. (I should perhaps say mostly
successful ? the later years among you may
recall the perplexing fire breathers of 2014.)
N o one is censuring the LSS ? that would,
of course, be blasphemous.
H owever, their homepage informs me that
?T he Law Students' Society is the official
student representative body of M elbourne
Law School?. A good start, but let?s distil: the
LSS is a student representative body. N ow,
I?m not sure if this intends to merely conjure
feelings of solidarity, crafting a veneer of
togetherness, or if the LSS genuinely intends
to live by this mantra. But I think the point is
made that the Society ought to have students?
best interests at heart. To ensure no one is left
on the dance floor without a partner, if you
will.
T he nature of any law school (and especially
M elbourne Law School) is that financial
strength can cushion your path along the way,
if not gilding the very doors of the building.
Going to a private school (putting aside all of
their shortcomings) greatly increases your
chances of being accepted into university.
Affording textbooks, a residential college (or
free board) and a tutor will help your studies
when you get there. And when you graduate
to the law school, being able to spend time
that others would need to invest in menial
work ? by, say, flattering your experience in

Classism haunts M LS continued
to work he never would have dreamed
that his grandchild would go onto study
law. In his time that was absolutely
unthinkable. But today, in Australia, if
you are person like me, you can go to a
mediocre public school, work hard, find
your passion and go after one of the two
biggest prestige professions: doctor or
lawyer. You can go from being a cashed
up bogan to being an upper middle class
professional.
What I didn?t understand is that it
doesn?t just take studying and doing well
in class to really become a lawyer. You
must adopt the maxim: ?We are what we
pretend to be.? If we want to have
money, we must pretend to have it ? buy
nice clothes and suits and wear them to
U niversity, of all places, and undertake
free work for experience at a time in our
career when we can least afford to be
working for free. In my rational mind I
would never gather a group of my friends
and say hey let?s go for a three course
meal in Docklands; it?s $130, but it?s
good value! I?d ask them to go to
Chinatown for indecent amounts of
dumplings with BYO , because that?s
who I am right now: I?m a student, on a
budget. But because it?s law school it
feels justified. It is showing us the right
way to be a professional, a lawyer, a
success and someone with money.

prestigious un- or low-paid positions, or
diligently applying yourself to study ? will
allow you to distinguish yourself.

utilising some out-of-box thinking with
regard to the event itself.

U nfortunately, there are no answers to be
found in the LSS financials. We all have a
constitutional right to inspect their financial
statements. T hough, when a couple of De
Minimis editors did so last year, they needed
to patch together several documents of a
highly surface level nature to gain even a
superficial understanding. T here is no way of
knowing where sponsorship money goes or
the more precise costings for each event and
We have established two things: the LSS portfolio. A particular concern was the
should protect students? interests, and law $60,000 spent last year on what those
school carries a significant economic burden. enlightened few with curled fingers on purse
Let?s weave that in with choices (it?s thematic, strings call ?Administration and other?
you see). What one gets is this: the LSS must expenses. But perhaps that?s best left for
decide to what extent it wishes to increase the another day, Cinderella.
burden on students. In that context, I?m not
T here is an interesting counterpoint to all of
entirely convinced that it?s good enough to this: is the LSS a true student body or a mere
simply say ?that?s how much it costs, take it or archipelago of the Law School? Is the ball
leave it?.
priced commensurate with the wider cost of
H ard work and effort on the part of the LSS law school or as a reaction against it? T he
do not mean that more savings are not views of the LSS and the M LS so often align
possible. Superfluities exist to trim. (I wasn?t that one troubles to find where the former
joking about the fire breathers, by the way; it ends and the latter begins.
Certainly, no person should begrudge
another for any of that: from a certain
perspective, law school is a three-year
opportunity to file down that chip on your
shoulder. But it is hopefully uncontroversial
to contend there is a rather leaden financial
weight that displaces much other matter. T he
more you need (or choose) to work, the more
your studies will be negatively affected.

was like watching money go up in smoke and
calling it entertainment.) Again, how much
do we want to burden students? Pointing to
other societies? and other law schools? events
and saying we?re just like them isn?t exactly
good enough either. Why do we not, in
response to people taking issue with the price
of tickets, try something innovative in terms
of sponsorship, the faculty or other
fundraising means? ? to say nothing of

I return the debate back to you. M y only
hope is that, instead of dismissing the
price-related dissent, those in the crosshairs of
the disaffected stop to appreciate the position
of many people and accept as their mandate
the support of their fellow students.
See you all at the ball. I?ll be the one fleeing at
midnight.
Scott Colvin isa third-year JD student

textbooks will cost this semester; if it is
just as simple as ?taking an extra shift at
work? because you are someone with the
flexibility to do that; if you are someone
I?ve probably been jealous of for having
amazing photos of places you go on
holiday every break; if you are already
turning up to law school with a bunch of
people you knew from your private
school, then this might seem to be a
minor issue. It might not seem like one
of the main points of attending law
school.

* * * PA I D I N T ER N SH I P
OPPORT U N I T Y ,
I N T ER N AT I ON A LLY
R EN OW N ED FI R M * * *

But you might not be seeking the same
kind of social and economic mobility
through a law degree that others are. T he
law ball and other events like it are part of
M elbourne Law School?s status and
prestige, part of the whole package of the
JD. T hey are part of something that we
have not earned through money, but
through work. So to be told at this
juncture, ?if you can?t afford it, don?t
come?, is to be told that you don?t
belong here.

Successful applicants will have the opportunity
to network with high value clients, gain valuable
experience with cutting edge, arguably legal tax
minimisation strategies and make a real
difference for a handful of people worldwide.

Some people in my position have
managed, admirably, to ?take an extra
shift at work?. But this is a solution
which individualises a structural, class
issue. We can?t solve structural issues
through individuals acting unilaterally inevitably, this will mean leaving some
individuals behind.Let us put law ball on
H ECS and let the riffraff in.We?ve made
it this far.

If you are lucky enough to already have
money and don?t feel a ball of anxiety in Katy Hampson isa third-year JD student
your gut every time you are told what law

M ossack Fonseca is seeking motivated, dynamic
and morally flexible interns to join their tax
consulting team. Penultimate and final year
students are encouraged to apply.

Applicants should send their completed CVs,
along with a short statement addressing how
what M ossack Fonseca did is definitely different
to what KPM G and PriceWaterhouseCoopers
do on a daily basis to careers@mossfon.org.pn
T he position offers generous remuneration on a
cash-in-hand basis.
* * Some people may not realise this is a joke.
Please do not email M ossack Fonseca asking for
a job.
Also please read literally any news outlet.
Mason McCann isa third-year JD student
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From Car Salesm en to N urses: M U L SS'S
Feedback T r ial for JD Students
Anna Belgiorno- Nettis
Is it surprising that lawyers are seen as
one of the least trusted professions?
According to Roy M organ?s 2015
survey, only 31% of Australians rated
lawyers as the most ethical and honest
profession. Compare that to nurses at
92%, which makes them Australia?s
most ethical and honest profession for
21 years.
What is perhaps less surprising,
although just as concerning, is our
politicians? rating. State and Federal
M Ps were rated at only 14% and 13%
respectively. T hat?s better than car
salesmen (who, at 4%, have been
Australia?s least trusted profession in
over 30 years). But that isn?t saying
much.
When do people mistrust a
profession? M istrust is likely to arise
when a profession does not achieve the
purpose for which it was established.
T his suggests that politicians are not
achieving their professional purpose: of
representing (acting and speaking on
behalf of) their constituents.
Failure to genuinely represent doesn?t
only arise in national and state M Ps. As
highlighted in last year?s article on the
M elbourne U niversity Law Students?
Society (M U LSS) survey, it?s an issue
in student politics too. 20% of the
survey?s respondents did not vote in the
2014 M U LSS Elections partly because
they felt the M U LSS Committee was
neither inclusive nor representative of
the cohort.
Since the M U LSS Committee, of
which I am President, is the official
representative body of all JD students,
that?s a problem. We have tried to fix it
in various ways, including:
- O nline voting, which has increased
the number of JD students voting in
M U LSS Elections;
- A greater focus on policy in M U LSS
campaigns through initiatives such as
the De M inimis Election profiles; and
- Well-publicised information sessions
and position descriptions for M U LSS
Elections, to ensure every JD student
knows they can run for Committee.
T here is still more we can and want
to do to include your considered
opinions in M U LSS decision-making,
particularly in the motions at our
monthly Committee M eetings. T hese
motions are the major non-financial
proposals that
the
Committee
deliberates and votes on. Examples
include our Social M edia Policy, our
M arriage Equality Statement and our
Recommendations to the Law Institute
of Victoria?s Clerkship and Traineeship
Guidelines.
We deliberate and draft these motions
thoughtfully. But there is always the

chance that we miss a valid student
perspective on a motion because we
don?t have certain voices in the room.
H earing those, your, valid perspectives
could do wonders to help us make the
decisions that you want, and make our
M U LSS inclusive and representative at
a whole new level.
At the last Committee M eeting, the
M U LSS agreed to trial an idea that
might help us come closer to that
?whole new level?. Yesterday, on
M onday April 11, we uploaded onto
this page of our website (and flagging
in the JD Facebook groups):
- An agenda detailing all the proposed
motions for our next Committee
M eeting on April 18; and
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T he K irby Effect

- A feedback form asking for your
comments for or against any of those
motions. T he form will remain open
until Sunday April 17 at 5pm.
Liam O 'Callaghan
T he M U LSS has agreed to:
It?s the first semester of 2016, and with it brings a new
- Supply the details for each motion, bunch of fresh-faced first years, heads filled with
explaining why the motion is being idealistic ideas of the law, but probably very little idea of
proposed and what issue it is trying to what studying the law entails beyond possessing a
detached competitiveness like H arvey Spectre or spunky
solve;
self-confidence like Elle Woods. If you are anything like
- Collate all your comments into points me, you might have entered the course this year without
for or against a particular motion, even knowing the names of notable H igh Court Justices.
highlighting if certain points are raised You start to learn pretty quickly though, especially once
by numerous commentators;
you?ve read four or five of their judgments, and even
- Take these comments seriously. T hey more so if you disagree with them. M cH ugh, Gleeson,
will be presented at that April 18 M ason, Gummow, Dixon, H eydon, Brennan; as law
meeting before any other Committee students, we get to know their writing and reasoning
styles so well that the figures themselves become like the
deliberation; and
friends you thought you would stay in contact with upon
- Allow any JD student to access
starting Law School.
meeting
minutes
by
emailing
O ne man, however, immediately stands out from
lss-secretary@unimelb .edu.au, in order
to see how student comments were among the crowd: K irby. Justice K irby has acquired a
level of reverence for his judgments that amounts to
addressed or otherwise.
nothing short of celebrity in M elbourne Law School.
What we need from you is:
O ne only needs to look to the LSS first year rep posters
- Your student number, so that Faculty and count the amount of times he appears (K irby ? 2,
can confirm you are a JD student, but other H igh Court Justices ? 0). I call this the K irby
you will remain anonymous to all Effect.
M U LSS members; and
You can witness the K irby Effect in the exhilaration
- Your considered opinion. We need that you get when you heard that he?s giving a guest
you to take this just as seriously as we lecture on Tuesday 12th April (I hope you marked your
are. In order to maintain a productive calendars, ladies and gentlemen), in the excitement of a
and structured process, opinions that K irby sighting that is posted on Facebook, in the fans
are over 50 words, or that do not raise waiting for him to sign their copy of the Constitution or
points for or against the motion in legal dictionary, or the talk of K irby t-shirts being made.
question will not be considered.
H e is, quite simply, a rockstar of the legal profession.
Finally, it is important to stress: this
What caused this level of fame, you ask? Perhaps it is
idea is a trial. It will run for three his excellent use of metaphor (?T he common law is not
meetings, but may be shortened or a formal garden?, ?? the judicial gardeners are busy? ?),
extended depending on whether the his amusing witticisms (like when he questioned
trial meets its objective: to make the whether having a congenial neighbour with ?peculiar
M U LSS decision-making process ideas about horticulture? is adequate consideration), or
more transparent, engaged and maybe his long history in support of social justice.
representative.
Perhaps it is his unyielding stance in every case, no
I am so looking forward to hearing matter where the majority stand. Because when I said he
your comments. We need to get as far stands out from among the crowd, I mean, he stands out
away from those car salesmen as from among the crowd. K irby had a 40% dissent rate
possible.
when it came to the H igh Court cases he presided over,
Anna Belgiorno-Nettis is a third-year JD more than any other Justice of his time. But why am I
student and President of the Melbourne telling you? Chances are, you already knew that.
University Law StudentsSociety
Continued page 4
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T he Kirby effect continued
O r perhaps it is just that no matter
what your own opinions are on the
case that he is delivering judgment
on, what he says just makes sense.
You don?t have to agree with the
idea of a pub being liable for
negligence when it comes to the
injury of an intoxicated woman later
in the night, but he made a pretty
convincing argument for it. You
don?t have to agree that evidence
amounting
to
a confession,
volunteered by a man being
manipulated by police, shouldn?t be
admissible, but K irby J certainly
made me think pretty hard about
that.
What I have learnt from the K irby
Effect is that dissent is important, if
for no other reason than to give
voice to an alternate reasoning and
contrast
two
legitimate
interpretations
of
the
law.
U ltimately, we don?t want change
or development in the common law
to go unopposed, without at least
hearing a dissenting view. And that,
I think, is the benefit we gain from
the K irby Effect.

Clerkship D iar ies | Clerk v the People

I t?s Wednesday at 4PM and m y M icrosoft
O utlook aler t has gone off.

I will give my firstborn child to be in this team.
I was born to be an employment lawyer.

I put aside my research on whether our client (a
Liechtenstein company for tax purposes) is a
?person? that can acquire a firearms licence in
Australia. It seems like a stretch, but the client is
pretty adamant so I?ll be spending the next few
days researching ways to make it happen.

T hings then take a turn for the worse. T he
partner continues ?bosses and employers really
need our help. T he unions are truly out of
control these days?.

It?s time for another practice group presentation
to the clerks.
Today the employment team has come to speak
to us. I am excited. Employment is about people.
I like people. M aybe this is where I want to work.

For the next hour, we learn of the numerous
occasions in which the employment team stopped
?frivolous? unfair dismissal claims, prevented the
?abuse? of the right to strike and advised the
Liberal Party on its industrial relations policy
(perhaps strategically, the name ?WorkChoices?
was avoided). Several ministers of the current
government, we are informed, are alumni of this
very team.

T he presentation gets off to a good start. T he
nice senior associate tells us why she chose to
At the end, it has become clear to me that the
specialise as an employment lawyer. ?For me, it?s
employment
team is largely concerned with
really about the people?.
crushing people.
I immediately decide to sacrifice the best years
of my life working as an employment lawyer at I decide to stick with helping companies.
this firm.
Have a funny clerkship story but still want a grad job?
Liam O?Callaghan is a first year JD
T he second presenter, a partner, gets up and Send it to mlsdeminimis@gmail and we?ll publish it
student
says ?Yeah, I agree, this is a really unique area of anonymously
law where you can help a lot of people?.

M L S's Unhealthy O bsession w ith a
Black Poodle: Equit y Uncle R esponds
Dear Equity Uncle,

will not complete an imperfect gift.

Oh! H ow Equity would have swelled
I think my law school has an unhealthy
at the chance to run his hand through
obsession with a black poodle.
such a regal pelt, to surrender his gavel
It started off as a bit of fun but it?s getting for a tug-of-law, or whisper sweet
really creepy. Wherever I go, I can?t escape the maxims to him in the nook. Equity
beady eyes of Riley the Juris Dogtor. He even directs you to the case of Helmsley on
features on the front of all my subject how to properly care for a pooch. T he
materials. What?s more, I?ve started to feel present matter is on all fours with
nauseous on hearing puns, and it?s given me Helmsley.
siriuspawsfor thought.
Equity knows you come with unclean
Is there something wrong with me? Why does hands. Yes, it has been some time since
my infatuation with this canine not match your sullied palms felt the warm embrace
of a canine?s lingual spur. Equity knows
that of my beloved institution? Please help.
this because Equity follows the law.
Unsettled
Equity follows R iley. Visiting days are
exhausting for Equity.
Dear U nsettled,
Equity cannot see how R iley could be
Equity abhors ingratitude. Your Great more suited for the M LS. O nly his lack
Dane, Prof. Carolyn ?the Provider? of overt sponsorship is surprising.
Evans, has made to you and your fellow Perhaps his belly could be branded with
jurists this generous offering, and you a Gilbert & Tobin logo. Actually Equity
have treated it with contempt. You have thinks that quite appropriate. Equity will
treated H er with contempt. And in so bring his branding iron to the next
doing, you treat Equity with contempt.
visiting day.
Equity cannot change R iley?s eyes. Even Equity Uncle
if Equity could, Equity wouldn?t. Equity
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